
 
 

 
6th Grade Literacy Expectations 

Augusta School Department 

By the end of 6th GRADE our students are strategically reading and writing for a variety 
of purposes.  This document will share examples of those expectations for meeting the 

standard in reading and writing. 

Reading Strategies/Behaviors 
For End-of-6th Grade Readers 

• Analyzes complex themes & applies 
them to current life situations 

• Notices and understands literary 
devices and subtexts, irony & satire 

• Understands setting’s influence on 
plot and character development. 

• Thinks critically about the quality of 
author’s craft and style 

• Tries new genres, topics, authors 
• Understands and is able to use 

sophisticated and technical language 
in informational texts 

• Appreciates and relates to more 
abstract, mature & complex themes  

Characteristics of End-of-6th Grade Texts 
(Benchmark Level X) 

• Stories and biographies go beyond simple narratives to 
provide significant amount of historical information and 
focus on difficult themes, important human problems and 
critical periods of history 
• Science fiction at this level incorporates technical 
knowledge as well as high fantasy depicting quests and the 
struggle between good and evil 
• Informational texts may present complex graphic 
information and require a whole range of content 
knowledge 
 • Readers are required to go beyond the literal meaning and 
infer the writer’s use of symbolism 
 • Continuing increase in the sophistication of vocabulary, 
language, and topic 
WEBSITES FOR 6th Grade LITERACY: 
Popular 6th Grade Books 
http://www.goodreads.com/shelf/show/6th-grade 
Literacy Websites for 6th  Grade 
http://www.literacy.uconn.edu/56sites.htm 
Internet4Classrooms connections 
http://www.internet4classrooms.com/skills_6th_original.htm 
Your 6th Grader 
http://school.familyeducation.com/sixthgrade/parenting/36070.
html 
 
 
 
 

Reading 

Book Ideas for Your Child 
The Hunger Game Series  

(Collins) 
The Clique Series 

 (Harrison) 
39 Clues series 
(various authors) 

Harry Potter series 
(Rowling) 

The Maze Runner series 
(Dashner) 

 
 

Sample of text that  MEETS end of 6th 
grade standard.  

Where The Red Fern Grows   Rawls,W 
(1961) Scholastic 

6th graders are being exposed to new key vocabulary in every subjects. They should have access to dictionaries 
and reference materials. They are reading books with more mature themes and concepts.  They should have 
opportunities to talk about these issues with their parents and family. Talking about what they read will deepen 
their understandings and enrich their vocabularies and keep you connected. 
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Characteristics of End-of-6th Grade Writing 

• Engage and orient the reader by establishing a context & point of view, & organize a sequence of 
events/experiences 

• Satisfying conclusion: writes with end in mind (follows from events, ideas) 
• Consistent voice; may evoke emotional response from the reader. 
• Uses paragraphs 
• Choose words/phrases to develop events precisely: may show rather than tell 
• Use variety of transition words, to convey sequence, shift time or setting, show relationships among 

events/experiences 
• Consistent control of standard conventions-even when using dialogue 
• Dialogue moves the story along 

Writing Ideas for 
Home 

-Write letters and emails to 
family or friends 

-Write letters to the editor 
-Keep a journal or scrapbook 
-Make your own graphic novel 
-Start your own “series” book 

-Create a blog or website  
 

Writing 

State Standards 
for Literacy 

 
http://www.corestandards.org

/the-standards 
 

To know what the expectations 
are for your child, by grade level, 
you can visit this website. Almost 

every state in the nation has 
adopted these rigorous standards. 
Your child’s teacher can tell you 

more about how they teach to 

Sample of student work that MEETS the 
standard for end of 6th grade. 

Continued over 3 pages 

3 Modes of Writing 
-narrative stories 

-informational texts 
-persuasive pieces 

This story was clearly written with the end in mind (not presented here in it’s entirety)  
Literary language and word choice were purposefully chosen to evoke emotional responses 
from the reader.  Writing was episodic, with multiple conflicts. Writer used complex sentence 
structure, foreshadowing, dialogue and literary devices such as simile and metaphor. 


